Calcium reduces vitamin D and glucocorticoid receptors in the visceral fat of obese male rats
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Abstract

Rats overfed during lactation show higher visceral adipose tissue (VAT) mass and metabolic dysfunctions at adulthood. As both vitamin D and glucocorticoids change adipogenesis, parameters related to metabolism and action of these hormones in the adipocyte can be altered in rats raised in small litters (SL). We also studied the antiobesity effects of high calcium diet since it decreases visceral fat in obesity models. On postnatal day (PN) 3, litter size was adjusted to 3 pups/dam (SL) to induce overfeeding. Control litters (NL) remained with 10 pups/dam until weaning. From PN120 to PN180, half of the SL rats were fed standard chow (SL) and the other half was fed a calcium-supplemented chow (SL-Ca, 10 g CaCO₃/kg). Both SL groups were heavier and hyperphagic when compared with the NL group; however, SL-Ca rats ate less than SL. SL-Ca rats had decreased VAT mass and adipocyte size, associated with lower hypothalamic NPY content, VAT fat acid synthase content and leptinemia. At PN120, SL rats had increased plasma 25(OH)D₃, Cyp27b1 mRNA and glucocorticoid receptor (GR-α) in the VAT, but lower vitamin D receptor (Vdr) mRNA. At PN180, Cyp27b1 and GR-α remained higher, while Vdr normalized in SL rats. SL-Ca rats had normal VAT Cyp27b1 and GR-α, but lower Vdr. Thus, higher body mass and glucocorticoid receptors in the VAT of SL rats are normalized by calcium-enriched diet, and Vdr expression in this tissue is reduced, suggesting a possible role of glucocorticoids and vitamin D in calcium action in the adipocyte.

Introduction

Overweight and obesity are a major public health concern, with social and economic implications (Finkelstein 2014). Both hypertrophy and hyperplasia of the adipose tissue, mainly in the visceral depot, are associated with high cardiovascular risk, dyslipidemia, diabetes and neoplasia, among other diseases (Cornier et al. 2008, Akbaraly et al. 2010). Several studies have been dedicated to the elucidation of the pathophysiology of obesity development as well as to the identification of potential therapies (Crane et al. 2015, Yao et al. 2015, Maksimov et al. 2016).

Obesity is related, either as a cause or as a consequence, to the disruption of several hormonal
systems. Higher levels of glucocorticoids (GCs) and/or increased tissue sensitivity to these hormones have proadipogenic and lipogenic actions (John et al. 2016). Chronic GC exposure results in preadipocyte differentiation, lipogenesis and insulin resistance (Yu et al. 2014, de Guia & Herzig 2015). Conversely, some studies have shown that, despite the classical role of vitamin D on bone metabolism, this hormone has nonclassic functions in inflammatory pathways, cellular proliferation and differentiation (Omdahl et al. 2002), as well as in adipocyte metabolism, being involved in obesity development (Shi et al. 2001, Ghali et al. 2015). In fact, some studies have demonstrated a correlation between low levels of vitamin D and reduced calcium intake with increased body mass (Marotte et al. 2014, Yao et al. 2015).

Conversely, in an obese rat model, our group evidenced a higher serum level of the prohormone 25(OH)D, which best represents the vitamin D status (Holick 2009, Briot et al. 2009, Glendenning 2015, Souberbielle et al. 2016). This finding was associated with higher CYP27B1 in the visceral adipocyte (the enzyme that activates 25(OH)D to 1,25(OH)₂D) and with lower vitamin D receptor (VDR) content, which could indicate a vitamin D resistance in the adipocyte level (Nobre et al. 2012, 2016). In addition, Malloy & Feldman (2013) showed that VDR, in the absence of the ligand, inhibits UCP1 expression in human brown adipocytes, suggesting a reduced thermogenic capacity in vitamin D deficiency. Taken together, these observations would seem to indicate that the excess of GC action and the lack of vitamin D action are obesogenic.
Rosenstreicher and coworkers (1971) demonstrated that vitamin D is kept in high concentration in the adipose tissue due to its lipophilic characteristics. Vitamin D sequestration may influence fat tissue metabolism since adipocytes express the enzyme CYP27B1 and VDR (Omdahl et al. 2002). In fact, some studies indicate that vitamin D has a direct antiproliferative effect and decreases the adipogenesis process (Blumberg et al. 2006, Kong & Li 2006, Shannan et al. 2007). Conversely, Sun and Zemel (2008) demonstrated that 1,25(OH)2D increases 11B-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase 1 (11B-HSD1) mRNA levels in the adipose tissue. This enzyme converts 11-dehydrocorticosterone into the active hormone corticosterone in order to supply local demand, and is frequently associated with increased adipogenesis (Ghali et al. 2015). Vitamin D also enhances GC receptor activation (Zhang et al. 2014). Thus, vitamin D can increases both GC production and action. Concerning GC, it has been demonstrated that dexamethasone treatment increases VDR expression in different cell types (Hidalgo et al. 2010), including adipocytes (Sun & Zemel 2008). Therefore, both hormones can differentially influence the adipogenic process and play complementary roles.

The small litter (SL) size in rodents is an experimental model often used to study the long-term effects of precocious obesity. This manipulation causes persistent hyperphagia and higher visceral adiposity, as well as other important metabolic disorders (Habbout et al. 2013). Previously, Rodrigues and coworkers (2007) have shown a reduction in insulin signaling and glucose uptake in adult SL-rat adipocytes. Furthermore, we have also shown that SL rats, at adulthood, have adipocyte hypertrophy, despite the fact that they also have a normal circulating leptin concentration (Conceição et al. 2011). In the current study, we hypothesized that the metabolism and receptors of vitamin D and glucocorticoids in the adipocyte are altered in the obese SL rats, in spite of the normal circulating levels of both hormones (Conceição et al. 2013, de Albuquerque Maia et al. 2014), a possibility that could be associated with their obesity.

Previous data from our group have demonstrated that a calcium-supplemented diet is able to decrease visceral adiposity and 25(OH)D levels in two obesity models (early weaning and postnatal nicotine exposure), which can be associated (Nobre et al. 2012, 2016) or not (Nobre et al. 2011) with reduction in food intake. These data lend support to the notion that dietary calcium supplementation can have beneficial effects on adipose tissue through changes in GC and vitamin D metabolism and receptors function. Thus, we also decided to investigate if dietary calcium supplementation can be useful to correct the adipocyte dysfunction observed in the SL model.

**Materials and methods**

**Experimental model**

The Animal Care and Use Committee of the Biology Institute of the State University of Rio de Janeiro approved our experimental protocol in accordance with the principles established in the Brazilian Law no. 11.794/2008. Experiments were conducted following the ethical doctrine of the three ‘R’s, reduction, refinement and replacement, to minimize the number of animals and the suffering caused by the experimental procedures.

Wistar rats (*Rattus norvegicus*) were housed in a temperature-controlled (23 ± 1°C) vivarium, on a 12 h light:12 h darkness cycle (lights on at 09:00 h), with free access to water and food. Thirty nulliparous female rats...
were placed with male rats (4 months old) in a 2 to 1 ratio for 5 days. The pregnant females were housed in individual cages until delivery. After birth (considered as the first postnatal day, PN1), all litters were adjusted to 10 male pups per dam. Only litters with 10 or more pups were used. To achieve 10 male pups per litter, when necessary, females were replaced by males from other litters at birth.

On PN3, to induce early overfeeding (SL), the litter size was reduced to 3 male pups per dam (number of litters = 15). The control group (NL, number of litters = 15) was kept with 10 male pups per dam until weaning (PN21). After weaning, food intake and body mass were recorded until PN180 every 4 days. During the entire experimental period (except when indicated), animals received standard chow with adequate values of calcium for rodents, according to the American Institute of Nutrition AIN 93 (Reeves et al. 1993).

Calcium-enriched diet

Calcium supplementation was offered from PN120 to PN180 to evaluate the effects of this micronutrient in SL rats. In order to prepare the calcium-supplemented chow in our laboratory, standard rat chow was ground and the resulting bran was supplemented with calcium carbonate (to attain a final concentration of 10 g of CaCO$_3$/kg of chow), which was mixed with the bran and water with the help of an industrial food mixer. When the mix achieved a good consistence to be pelletized, it was placed in an industrial heater (60°C) for 12 h to dry. The supplemented chow was kept at 4°C until delivered to the rat cages. The same procedure was done with the chow provided to C and SL groups, except by calcium addition. The concentration of calcium used here is twice the amount recommended to rodents (5 g/kg of chow) and is based on the recommendation for calcium supplementation in humans. We previously published that, at this concentration, calcium does not seem to change diet palatability since food intake, body mass, fat depot, serum leptin as well as hypothalamic leptin signaling of lean control rats are not altered by this calcium-rich diet when compared with control animals with no calcium supplementation (Nobre et al. 2011, 2012).

From PN120 to PN180, SL rats were subdivided into two groups: (1) SL group – received standard chow ($n = 20$); (2) SL-Ca group – received standard chow supplemented with calcium carbonate. The NL group ($n = 20$) received standard chow.

Euthanasia and sample preparation

Rats were anesthetized with Hypnol (pentobarbital sodium 3%, 90 mg/kg body mass; Syntec, Brazil) and killed by exsanguination through a cardiac puncture. Blood samples collected in heparin tubes were centrifuged (1500 g/20 min at 4°C) to obtain plasma, which was kept at −20°C until assay. After exsanguination, the whole brain was promptly dissected out of the cranium and immediately stored in liquid nitrogen (at −80°C), where it remained until the procedures used to analyze NPY content in the arcuate nucleus (ARC) were carried out. The entire procedure, from the beginning of the cardiac puncture to the placement of the brain in liquid nitrogen, took approximately 4 min. In order to isolate

Figure 3

Effects on the visceral adipose tissue (VAT) morphology at PN120 of postnatal early overnutrition in Wistar rats. (A) Representative hematoxylin and eosin staining of epididymal adipocyte. (B) Epididymal adipocyte area is shown. NL, normal litter group; SL, small litter group. The values represent mean ± s.e.m. of 8 rats per group. *$P<0.05$ vs NL.
the ARC, a coronal brain section was obtained using a cryostat following Paxinos and Watson (2007) stereotaxic atlas coordinates (ARC: bregma −1.6 to −2.6 mm). The thickness of the sections was 1500 µm (2.0 mm punch diameter). The samples were kept frozen at −80°C until processing by Western blotting.

Hormonal determination in plasma

Total corticosterone concentrations were determined using a radioimmunoassay commercial kit from ICN Pharmaceuticals, Inc (Orangeburg, NY, USA). The assay sensitivity was 50 ng/mL. Leptin concentration was determined with an enzyme immunoassay kit for rats (EZRL-83K) following the manufacturer’s instructions from LINCO Research (St. Charles, IL, USA). The minimum limit of detection was 0.04 ng/mL. Total 25(OH)D3 content was evaluated by a competitive electrochemiluminescence protein binding assay from Roche Diagnostics. The measuring range was 3–70 ng/mL. All measurements were performed in one assay, and the samples were analyzed in duplicate.

Morphological evaluation of the visceral adipose tissue (VAT)

VAT samples were quickly collected and fixed in formaldehyde dissolved in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, 0.1 M phosphate buffer, 0.9% w/v NaCl, pH 7.4). Then, tissues were dehydrated, cleared and paraffin-embedded. Nonconsecutive slices of 10 µm-thick sections were obtained and stained with hematoxylin/eosin. Digital images were obtained from the histological sections with an Olympus BX40 microscope (Olympus) using a 40× objective. From each rat, 3 slices were obtained and 10 photomicrographs of different fields from each slice were taken. From each photomicrograph, the area of five adipocytes was measured with the software Image-Pro Plus 5.0 from Media Cybernetics (Silver Spring, MD, USA) (Conceição et al. 2011). The researcher that performed the measurements was blind regarding group assignment.

Reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) analysis

After extraction, the VAT was stored in RINAlater solution (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The total RNA was extracted from 100 mg VAT, under RNAse-free conditions, with TRIzol Reagent from Thermo Fisher Scientific, and DNase I (Deoxyribonuclease I, Thermo Fisher Scientific) was used
to remove possible residues of genomic DNA. The RNA was quantified via Nano Vue Plus Spectrophotometer from GE Healthcare. The cDNA was prepared from total RNA using the Moloney Murine Leukemia Virus Reverse Transcriptase (M-MLV RT) for RT-PCR and Oligo(dT)15 Primer from Promega; in order to assure that there was no contamination with genomic DNA, a negative control was made without the addition of the reverse transcriptase, and this negative control was not amplified in RT-PCR. The mRNA levels of Cyp27b1 enzyme (primers F: 5'-TTG TAC TCC ATG TTG AA-3' and R: 5'-TTG TAC TCC ATG CTG TCC AA-3') and of vitamin D nuclear receptor (Vdr) (primer; F: 5'-TCG TAT GGA CGG AAG TAC AGG-3' and R: 5'-CAG CAT GGA GAG AGA CAG-3') in the VAT were amplified on Applied Biosystems 7500 Real-Time PCR System (Life Technologies), using SYBR Green PCR Master Mix from Applied Biosystems according to the recommendations of the manufacturer. The oligonucleotide primers and probes were designed and prepared by ABI Applied Biosystems. The coamplification of mouse 36β-4 mRNA (primers F: 5'-TGT TTG ACA ACG GCA GCA TTT-3' and R: 5'-CCG AGG CAA CAG TTG GGT A-3'), a variant internal control, was performed in all of the samples. Assays were done in triplicate and results were normalized to the 36 β-4 mRNA levels using the 2^ΔΔCT method (Livak & Schmittgen 2001). The melt curves showed a single amplicon.

**Western blotting analysis**

Protein contents of: fatty acid synthase (FAS (ab150508, Abcam)); glucocorticoid receptor alpha (GR-α (sc-12763, Santa Cruz Biotechnology)); 11B-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase type 1 (11B-HSD1 (sc-20175, Santa Cruz Biotechnology)) were evaluated by Western blotting in the VAT (epididymal fat sample); neuropeptide Y (NPY (N9525, Sigma-Aldrich)) was evaluated by Western blotting in the ARC. Briefly, tissues were homogenized on RIPA buffer (50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.4), 1% NP-40, 150mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM PMSF, 1 mM Na3VO4, 1 mM NaF) and protease inhibitor cocktail from F. Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd (Basel, Switzerland). Homogenates were centrifuged for 5 min (1120 g, 4°C). Protein concentration in supernatants was determined using the Pierce BCA Protein Assay Kit from Thermo Fisher Scientific. Then, homogenates were analyzed by SDS-PAGE using 10 mg total protein. Samples were electrobotted onto Hybond ECL nitrocellulose membranes from Amersham Pharmacia Biotech (London, UK). Membranes were incubated with Tris-buffered saline (TBS) containing 2% albumin for 90 min.

**Figure 5**

Effects on the visceral adipose tissue (VAT) fatty acid synthase (FAS) and plasma leptin of postnatal early overnutrition followed by 2 months of dietary calcium supplementation at adulthood in Wistar rats. (A) FAS protein content at PN120 and PN180 in the VAT. Representative blots are shown next to the graph. β-actin content was used as control loading. Results are expressed as relative (%) to the control. (B) Leptinemia on PN120 and PN180. NL, normal litter group; SL, small litter group; SL-Ca, SL group that received calcium supplementation. The values represent mean ± s.e.m. of 10 rats per group. *P<0.05 vs NL; #P<0.05 vs SL.
Then, membranes were washed with TBS and incubated with a specific primary antibody (dilution 1:500) overnight at 4°C. Membranes were washed and incubated with secondary antibody diluted to 1:5000 (antimouse, B8520 from Sigma-Aldrich; antigoat, 62–6540 and antirabbit, 65–6140 from Invitrogen) conjugated with HRP in an adequate dilution for 1h at room temperature. The protein bands were visualized by chemiluminescence (Kit ECL plus, Amersham Biosciences) followed by exposure to ImageQuant LAS (GE Healthcare). Area and density of the bands were quantified by ImageJ software from Wayne Rasband National Institute of Health (Bethesda, MD, USA). Results were expressed as relative (%) to the control group.

**Statistical analysis**

Data are presented as mean and standard error of the mean (s.e.m.) and differences are considered significant when \( P<0.05 \). When significant differences between groups are present, the relative (percentage) increase or decrease as compared with control values will be shown in parentheses along with the relevant statistical information. Results from PN120 were analyzed by Student’s unpaired \( t \)-test (Groups: NL and SL) and results from PN180 were analyzed by one-way ANOVAs (Group (NL, SL, SL-Ca) as the between-subjects factor) followed by Newman–Keuls multiple comparisons post hoc tests. GraphPad Prism 5.0 for Windows statistical software from GraphPad Software was used for the statistical analyses.

**Results**

At PN120, the SL group had higher body mass than the NL group (+16%; \( P<0.001 \)) and, at PN180, SL and SL-Ca rats had higher body mass than NL rats (Fig. 1A). The average daily food intake showed that the SL rats were hyperphagic during their entire life, and that the calcium supplementation was able to reduce the food intake in SL-Ca rats (PN120, SL: +158% vs NL; \( P<0.001 \); PN180, SL: +77% vs NL; SL-Ca: +16% vs NL, −34% vs SL; \( P<0.001 \) for both comparisons, Fig. 1B). The SL group showed increased NPY content in the ARC both at PN120 (+100%; \( P=0.039 \)) and PN180 (+50%; \( P=0.031 \)) and the SL-Ca group had values similar to controls (Fig. 1C).

As expected, at PN120 and PN180, SL rats had higher central adiposity, with heavier fat mass deposits (Fig. 2). Calcium supplementation was able to normalize the VAT mass in all depots. Figures 3 and 4 depict the morphology of epididymal adipocytes. SL rats had adipocyte hypertrophy compared with control ones at both PN120 (+56%; \( P=0.027 \), Fig. 3B) and PN180
Two months of calcium supplementation reverted this alteration (~35% vs SL; \( P = 0.015 \), Fig. 4B). We detected an increase in epididymal FAS protein content in the SL group at PN120 and PN180, and calcium supplementation was able to normalize its content (Fig. 5A). Plasma leptin was higher in the SL group only at PN120 (+121%; \( P = 0.002 \), Fig. 5B) compared with the NL group. After 60 days of dietary calcium supplementation, leptinemia returned to normal, being significantly lower than in the SL group (~45%; \( P = 0.016 \)).

Total plasma 25(OH)D concentration was higher in the SL group compared with the NL group only at PN120 (+36% vs NL; \( P = 0.009 \), Fig. 6A). The Cyp27b1 mRNA expression in the VAT was higher in SL rats than in NL ones at both ages (PN120: 2.3 fold-increase; PN180: 7 fold-increase; \( P < 0.05 \) in both comparisons), and the calcium supplementation normalized this alteration (~87% vs SL; \( P < 0.001 \), Fig. 6B). The Vdr mRNA expression in the VAT was lower in the SL group than in the NL group at PN120 (~57%; \( P = 0.03 \), Fig. 6C), but it was normal at PN180. The SL-Ca group had a decrease in Vdr mRNA expression compared with NL and SL groups (~50 and ~55%, respectively; \( P < 0.05 \), in both comparisons, Fig. 6C).

The total corticosterone plasma concentration was reduced in SL-Ca rats at PN180 (~25% vs NL; ~20% vs SL; \( P < 0.05 \), in both comparisons, Fig. 7A). The 11B-HSD1 protein content in the VAT was not different among the groups on both ages (Fig. 7B). The glucocorticoid receptor alpha (GR-\( \alpha \)) protein content in the VAT was increased in the SL group at PN120 and PN180 (+87 and +67%, respectively; \( P < 0.05 \)). Calcium supplementation restored the GR-\( \alpha \) expression (~60% vs SL; \( P = 0.012 \), Fig. 7C).

![Graph A](image1.png)  
**Figure 7**  
Effects on the glucocorticoid status of postnatal early overnutrition followed by 2 months of dietary calcium supplementation at adulthood in Wistar rats. (A) Plasma corticosterone concentrations. (B) Visceral adipose tissue (VAT) glucocorticoid receptor alpha (GR-\( \alpha \)). (C) VAT 11\( \beta \)-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase type 1 (11\( \beta \)-HSD1). Results at PN120 and PN180 are shown. Representative blots are shown next to the graph. \( \beta \)-actin content was used as control loading. Results are expressed as relative (%) to the control. NL, normal litter group; SL, small litter group; SL-Ca, SL group that received calcium supplementation. The values represent mean ± s.e.m. of 10 rats per group. *\( P < 0.05 \) vs NL; #\( P < 0.05 \) vs SL.
Discussion

Hormones and adipose tissue dysfunction

As expected, SL rats had higher VAT mass and adipocyte hypertrophy in both ages. These findings are associated with high FAS content in the VAT. We have shown, for the first time, an increase in plasma 25(OH)D concentration at PN120 that was programmed by litter size reduction. At this age, the obese SL rats also had an increased Cyp27b1 mRNA in the VAT, which can contribute to the local synthesis of vitamin D through the activation of 25(OH)D to 1,25(OH)2D. The SL group also showed a reduced Vdr at PN120, which can be due to a downregulation by high vitamin D levels. Our findings suggest a vitamin D resistance in adipocytes at PN120 that may be associated with the fat accumulation in SL rats. In another obesity model, we also found, in adult rats, higher Cyp27b1 and lower Vdr in the VAT, with higher C/EBPβ and PPARγ expression in the adipose tissue, which could be a key factor in obesogenesis (Nobre et al. 2016).

Interestingly, at PN180, obese SL rats did not show the same pattern observed at PN120, since they exhibited normal plasma 25(OH)D and VAT Vdr, although the Cyp27b1 mRNA was still increased. This is puzzling, since we expected a downregulation of VDR due to the higher intracellular vitamin D conversion, as explained for PN120. However, plasma vitamin D was normal at PN180. Therefore, even with the higher conversion rates, it is conceivable that the amount of 1,25(OH)2D was not enough to downregulate VDR. Another possible explanation is that, with aging and obesity, the adipocytes of SL rats are more dysfunctional at PN180, losing the physiological downregulation mechanism for vitamin D.

At PN120, SL rats had increased plasma leptin, which was expected since the positive correlation between adiposity and leptinemia is well known (Fain et al. 2004, Knight et al. 2010). In addition, the hyperphagia of SL rats can be explained by both the leptin resistance (Rodrigues et al. 2009, 2011, Zhang et al. 2011) and the higher NPY in the ARC. Previously, Plagemann and coworkers (1999) have shown that SL rats have higher NPY-immunopositive neurons at weaning, explaining their higher food intake since weaning.

Besides the influence of vitamin D on adipogenesis, this hormone also induces leptin production (Kong et al. 2013). Previous reports have shown that leptin is able to decrease the gene expression of 1-a-hydroxylase in the mice renal proximal tubules (Matsumuna & Horiuchi 2007). This suggest that 1,25(OH)2D stimulates a negative feedback through leptin action, inhibiting vitamin D production. However, in the adipose tissue of SL rats, Cyp27b1 in the VAT is higher despite the hyperleptinemia. This suggests a leptin resistance at the adipocyte level. However, we did not evaluate the leptin signaling pathway in the adipocyte, but we have shown, in a different obesity model, that the adipose tissue had leptin resistance (with lower Ob-R expression) and higher CYP27B1 (Nobre et al. 2016). In fact, normal 25(OH)D with increased 1,25(OH)2D levels in obese rats have already been reported in a diet-induced obesity (DIO) model by Park and coworkers (2015).

At PN180, SL rats had unchanged leptinemia, despite having a higher VAT, corroborating a previous report (Conceição et al. 2011). In this study, we have also shown a lower leptin production, evidencing that with aging, the adipocytes become dysfunctional and release less leptin. In fact, in patients, it has already been reported that leptin production is inversely related to the severity of the metabolic syndrome (Paz-Filho et al. 2009). In the same way, aging seems to affect the plasma 25(OH)D in SL rats, which was higher at PN120 and became normal at PN180. One possibility is that, with aging, the adipocyte sequesters more vitamin D.

In addition, glucocorticoids (GCs) are another important regulator of lipid accumulation, stimulating adipocyte differentiation and fat distribution. It is known that alterations in central and peripheral GC production and sensitivity are common in obese human and animal models of obesity (Yu et al. 2014, Manolopoulos et al. 2015). Here, SL rats did not display changes in plasma corticosterone or its metabolism (11B-HSD1) in the adipose tissue at both ages. However, an increase in GR-α protein content in the VAT was detected in SL rats at PN120 and PN180, suggestive of higher corticosterone sensitivity, which could contribute to the fat accumulation in these animals.

Effect of calcium-enriched diet

The current study evidence that dietary calcium supplementation during 2 months at adulthood reduces food intake and normalizes central adiposity in SL rats. Two mechanisms may help to explain the reduction of fat depots in our study: (1) calcium supplementation increases fecal fat excretion (Denke et al. 1993, Shahkhalili et al. 2001, Jacobsen et al. 2005); (2) calcium supplementation decreased CEBP/β and PPARγ expression,
two proadipogenic and lipogenic biomarkers, in the VAT of early-weaned rats (Nobre et al. 2016).

Gonzalez and coworkers (2015) have shown that calcium supplementation in humans reduces postprandial appetite sensation. Previously, our group has demonstrated that calcium supplementation is able to reduce hyperphagia in obese adult rats that were early-weaned through the improvement of the leptin signaling in the hypothalamus (Nobre et al. 2012) and of the glucagon-like peptide 1 response (Quitete et al. 2015). Here, we detected that the increased NPY content in the ARC of SL animals was normalized by dietary calcium supplementation. We have also shown that the SL-Ca group had hypoleptinemia, which suggests that leptin resistance was corrected by calcium supplementation.

In this study, calcium supplementation did not alter the 25(OH)D level, but caused an impact on the vitamin D metabolism and its receptor in the adipocytes of obese SL rats, possibly contributing to the correction of adipocyte dysfunction, since SL-Ca rats had normal Cyp27b1 mRNA level and decreased Vdr mRNA in the VAT. According to Sun and Zemel (2007), a high calcium diet inhibits the adipocyte production of 1-α-25(OH)D, favoring the VAT mass loss. Since leptin and vitamin D suppress the expression of this enzyme (Matsumuma & Horiuchi 2007, Adams & Hewison 2010), the normal levels of 1-α-25(OH)D in SL-Ca group can be related to the restoration of both leptin and vitamin D sensitivity in this tissue, consequently favoring the VAT reduction. After calcium supplementation, the observed lower Vdr mRNA could be the result of a lower GC effect in adipocyte since this hormone stimulates Vdr expression (Sun & Zemel 2008, Hidalgo et al. 2010).

We cannot discard, at this point, the possibility that another nonvitamin D-related mechanism is responsible for the reduced adiposity that occurs after calcium supplementation. For instance, PTH affects the adipocyte function, increasing lipolysis in mice (Larsson et al. 2016) and suppressing insulin signaling in 3T3-L1 adipocytes (Chang et al. 2009).

The SL-Ca group had a reduction in corticosteronemia and in its receptor content in the adipocyte, which may favor the VAT decrease. Thus, the correction of corticosterone sensitivity in the adipocyte can be another mechanism induced by calcium that helps to explain its antinobesogenic effect in the SL model. One limitation of this study is the fact that we did not evaluate 11β-HSD in the liver, since calcium could have a tissue-specific effect on this enzyme. Also, we did not evaluate how dietary calcium could affect the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal cortex.

The hormonal endpoints (vitamin D and glucocorticoids) in the VAT after calcium supplementation could be secondary to the reduced visceral fat mass, since the SL-Ca group had reduced food intake and it is well known that high calcium intake is associated with the decrease in meal fat content absorption (Tremblay & Gilbert 2011). A time-course study in which we evaluate these hormonal endpoints before calcium reduces adiposity would help clarify whether the changes in GC and vitamin D metabolism and receptors precede the changes in adiposity, supporting our suggestion of a mechanistic role for these hormones in the obesogenesis of this experimental model. An evaluation of the enzymatic activity could also confirm the results found here, which are shown only by mRNA or protein expression.

Here, we have shown that both vitamin D and GC metabolism in the adipocyte is altered in adult obese rats that were early weaned during lactation, which was associated with increased visceral adiposity. Taken together, the present data suggest that vitamin D resistance at the adipocyte level as well as an elevation of GC action in the adipose tissue could be involved in the obese phenotype of the SL model. Besides, the calcium-enriched diet was successful in reducing abdominal fat deposits, possibly by decreasing food consumption and by normalizing both vitamin D and GC function the adipocyte.
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